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EDITORIAL

for the contribution he made to our WW1 Centenary issue
last November.

It’s great to welcome aboard a new contributor to this
It will also be a great opportunity for me to meet and ‘put

Newsletter at any time, but John Tumolo is especially

faces to’ a number of names that are now very familiar to

welcome - he’s from way the otherside of the Atlantic.

me.

Pennsylvania, to be more precise! Perhaps he should be
awarded two gold stars!

As its title implies, it is a show that concentrates entirely on
all things ‘0’ scale narrow gauge. If you are interested in this

I’m rather hoping that he will be at the Harrisburg Narrow O

particular aspect of our hobby and are anywhere near the

Summer Meet in June where I should be able to thank him in

north-eastern part of the USA, Harrisburg has got to be

person for his support - in terms of travel distances involved

worth a visit. It would also be great to say, “Hi” to a few fellow

in America, John only lives ‘just down the road’ from this

Brits whilst I’m there.

event. I hope I shall also be able to thank Larry Knapp, too,

In the meantime, and speaking of ‘0’ scale narrow gauge,
we’ve got Purgatory Peak’s own trip to Preston on 29 feb/1

12 & 13

March. It’s not so much of a trek as it is to Harrisburg so the
0n30 Group are hoping to see some of our regular readers at

JUNE

this show. Do stop by and say “Hello” if you do come along.

2020

We’d love to see you there.

Just two weeks to go now and we have our own show in
Macclesfield which we hope will continue with high
attendances for a show its size. It’s a great show and we’ve
got some truly ‘gold medal’ quality layouts for you to see. If
you’re coming by train or bus, no problem, we’ve a vintage
‘Routemaster’ bus providing a free service to and from both
the train and bus stations. You can even have a free ‘circular’
ride round town from the show or hop on/hop off at any
recognised bus stop on its route.

Make sure March 14 & 15 are in your diaries!!

Macclesfield Model Railway Group
through the On30 Group, supports the development of

“MegaPoints Controllers”
for all the latest news, go to:-

"www.megapointscontrollers.com"
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SAD NEWS

Library – where’

Mike Hebblethwaite

before the
banning of

There are times when it is less than a pleasure for me to

smoking

produce an article for this Newsletter, and this is one such

indoors, you

occasion, for it is with deep regret that I have to report that

had to take a

Mike Arnold passed away recently (18th February) at his

knife to the fog,

residential care home.

cut it and then
walk through in

I only ever knew Mike, unfortunately, in his later years but,

order to get to

even then, he was not one for sitting back! He had, by the

the refreshment

time I knew him, assumed responsibility for the Club’s library

table. Once

which he, at times, guarded like a rottweiler! He would,

there, you

however, respond to requests for a particular book or

would be

information more like a spaniel - he seemed to know where

greeted(?) by

everything was and would find and retrieve it with obvious

Mr Arnold

delight. I don’t think there was much on our well stocked

himself, who

bookshelves that he hadn’t read!

would usually be contributing to the general pea souper in
there with a roll up of his own.

Perhaps I should now hand over to someone who knew him
far better than I did ….. Andy Clayton, who first encountered

It could sometimes, well mostly actually, be a fraught affair

Mike as a junior member. Andy was the junior member, not

when ordering your chosen beverage and a packet of crisps.

Mike!

Mike’s opening volley would usually be “What do you want?”,
or simply “What?” followed by a long drag on the roll up and

I have very mixed feelings about the passing of Mike Arnold.

the resulting exhalation being directed at your face.

Primarily sadness that a good friend and fellow club member

“ Just do your ******* job and get me a brew you miserable

has passed, but also relief that he did not suffer and slipped

git” would be the usual retort from a customer to

quite quickly, but painlessly away.

himself………..

Having thought about my immediate reaction to the news, my

This was a repeat occurrence week after week, month after

next thought was “There’s another one gone” By that, I mean

month and taken in excellent humour by all parties. Mike

MMRG members who have now passed away. It is a sad fact

would always give as good as he got and I’m pretty confident

that we will attend funerals at intervals during our lives,

that he actually enjoyed being verbally abused, just so he

relatives, friends, acquaintances etc etc and having been

could throw something back! Excellent times and the club

involved with the Macclesfield group since I were a lad, there

was a brighter, more vibrant place for it. Plenty of banter

have been many departures to the great model railway group

between us members and the Librarian/Club refreshment

in the sky, not least my own Dad – some 27 years ago now.

bod that was Mike Arnold – the original recipient of the
slogan “Service with a snarl”

Mike is the latest one to throw his hat in the ring, for what
now must be a quite packed club up in the heavens – I just

I have many memories of Mike. He was an accomplished

hope they’ve all agreed on what to model, but whatever it is,

modeller amongst many things, opting to model in P4 and

Nobby will no doubt have covered it in trackwork………..

was part of the original gang that built “Cromhall Road”,
mostly made famous within club circles because the whole

Back in the heyday of Macclesfield club, Friday nights would

gang used to wear white gloves when operating the layout at

be packed up at the Black Road clubrooms, including the
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exhibitions – quite sensibly,in order not to transfer any dirt/

Grandad that had answered the door, but then he spoke and

finger grease to some very expensive scratch built stock.

I realised that it was the main man himself. “ You woke me

Of course Macc groups own raconteur, Mr John Heywood

up” he said in a particularly gummy kind of style that I won’t

had his own view on that particular activity and dined out for

try to reproduce here.

many months on the, erm, mickey taking that went on in the

“Yup, get dressed, you’re coming to operate the layout for

clubrooms about those white gloves.

us”……..

My own personal favourite though was when I was in my

To be fair to him, he got himself ready in double quick time

early 20’s. Myself and Aubrey Scully had built a somewhat

and had a good day out with us at the exhibition.

dubious layout called “Runswick Quay” – the forerunner to
the much better “Runswick Leamside”. Anyhow, it would

Just one final anecdote – as we were driving to the exhibition

about 1992 and we had somehow managed to get “The

and travelling through the countryside, all was quiet in the

Quay” as we called it to an away exhibition.

cab of the van, when Mike suddenly blurted out – and you’ll
have to insert your own choice of words here – “ Oh Look,

The day of setting up arrived and whilst up at the clubrooms,

there’s a Cow in that field having a ****!” Typical Mike, off the

both Aubrey and myself suddenly realised that we had no

wall and extremely funny to be with. We’ll miss you

spare operators for over the weekend. This was a bit of a

buddy….oh and before you get too comfy up there, get me a

facer really as we consumed a couple of cigarettes and

Coke and a packet of crisps ready for when I eventually join

pondered on what to do and who we could press into

you all…. You miserable git!!

emergency action.
Mmmm. His humour is certainly ‘legendary’ and I’ve seen
“There’s always Mike Arnold…..” Aubrey suggested a bit

that glint in his eye as he delivered his punch lines! Thanks

pensively. A moment passed as we realised we were out of

Andy.

ideas and indeed it was the Vice Chairman we had to fall
back on so, after finishing loading the layout, I drove the van

It is understandable that we should regret and mourn the

up to ‘Chez Arnold’ on Chester road in Macclesfield.

passing of Mike, but we should also remember all that he

“You ring the bell”….” No, you ring it” went back and forth a

gave to us and the enrichment he added to our own lives by

couple of times, before I plucked up the courage and pushed

his presence in them. We, each of us that knew him, carry

His Majesty’s door buzzer –Mike lived in an apartment in a

our own memories of him. Those memories are to be

very large, old house that made Munster Mansion look

cherished and we are grateful for them. We should celebrate

desireable. Several moments went by without any answer

his life every bit as much as rue its ending.

and we were just about to leg it when a figure appeared
through the obscure glass in the main front door. Anyone

I am sure that each and every reader of this Newsletter

who has ever watched a horror film through half closed eyes

would wish to join with me in offering our condolences to all

and slightly spread fingers will understand the next few

of Mike’s family and reassure them that our thoughts are with

seconds as the door was opened and we were confronted by

them at this saddest of times.

Mr Michael Arnold. There was a brief moment of silence as
FUNERAL DETAILS

both myself and Aubrey verbally digested what was in front of
us whilst the countenance glowered back…..This was no

Date

Thursday, 5th March

ordinary view of Mike……nope…..we were being treated to

Time

13.00 hrs

an Arnold that had just fallen out of his pit and had answered

Venue

Stockport Crematorium and Cemetary

the front door in his white string vest, matching underpants, a

Buxton Road (A6)

hairstyle that looked as though he had just come out of a

Heavily

wind tunnel experiment, but above all, he was sans false

Stockport
Family flowers only

teeth!!! For a very brief moment, I wondered if it was Mike’s
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SK2 6LS

easy job.

A ‘MAINE LINE’ CONSOLIDATION IN
0N30

Purchase a Banta Modelworks CURVED roof 2-8-0 cab.

John Tumolo

Glue the 2 front pieces together and then, with a sharp knife
and metal straight edge, make a cut all the way across the

Hello from across the pond.

top and bottom edge of the front windows, effectively
removing appx. 1/4 " of the cab. Glue 'em back together, then

I like reading your monthly newsletter and thought you

using the upper notch on the side for location but removing

might like to hear about a project of mine from this side

the center tabs (‘cause they are no longer in the correct

of ‘the Pond’ ……

position) attach the left and right sides. This will give you that

Maine look of a lower cab that also "hangs down" on the
I have always liked the Bachmann Consolidation, but it's a bit

sides. Finish with the top supports and the top itself, which

big and tall for my 2-foot, Maine themed, On30 railroad. It

you have wrapped around a beer/soda can for at least one

just seemed to tower over the rolling stock.

day to help approximate the shape you need.

After thinking about it for a long while, I came up with the

Following the Maine 2-foot style, I left off the rear partition,

idea and method to lower the cab. Follow this, and it's an

but I did wedge it in place while the glue dried to keep the
cab in shape.
The only modification
you need to make to
the locomotive itself is
the removal of a bit of
metal on the sides,
using your grinding
wheel (I used the
grinder out in the
garage that I use to
sharpen mower blades)
to take them back
approximately
1/16" (basically back to

6

the ridge line).

The difference in cab height can be seen when compared with an original cab (inset)

Removing the original cab is easy if you know the trick. It's
held in place by way of a screw coming up through the boiler
right in the center of the front windows. First, remove the
screw hiding under the front truck. Then remove the plastic

Thanks for sharing this project with us, John. It’s good to
know what folks are doing within their hobby - no matter
on which side of the Atlantic they might be!

cap over the plugs for the tender power at the rear of the
locomotive and you will see 2 screws inside (NOT the one

I do know of at least a couple of modellers over here who

holding the pcb in place). Remove the 2 screws and the

are interested in following a ‘Maine’ style theme, but have

boiler may GENTLY be raised up to allow access to the

been put off using the Bachmann 2-8-0 for the very

screw holding the cab. DO NOT harm the two power wires

reasons you’ve outlined at the start of your article …….

while doing this. Carefully lift the metal cab away, and don't

they’ve no excuses now! Ed

cut or break the pipes going in. Your new cab will now drop
right into place into the slot in the boiler. Locate all of your

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend:-

pipes in the appropriate holes provided and you will find that
they will hold your cab in place. As you can see by the

“NARROW GAUGE MODELING COMPANY”

photos, it's still a big locomotive, but now it looks like it

Hubbardston

belongs.

MA, USA
(1) 978 928 5128

It was a fun build.

specialising in On18, On2, On3 and On30

All the best to you all "over there".

‘narrowgaugemodeling.com'
and Facebook at ‘Narrow Gauge Modeling
Company’
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THE VALE OF RHEIDOL RAILWAY

spare before the first train was due to leave. Gaby left me to

Dominic Emery

film and disappeared to go and look around the nearby

‘click’ here for V of RR video

shops. Our coaches were being shunted into the platform by

The last and only time I had been on this railway was as a
teenager after I had got permission off my mum to travel on
the train down to Aberystwyth from the Butlin's Camp in
Pwllheli via a train change at Dovey Junction. The only things
I clearly remember about that trip were that the engine was
BR blue and had the white ‘arrows of indecision’ on it …..
and I was attacked by a million mosquitos at Dovey Junction
while waiting for the connection!

The V of R was opened in 1902 to Devil's Bridge to carry
lead ore, timber and passengers. There was a lead mine
near Rhiwfron from which a cable ropeway crossed the
valley to the railway enabling it to transport the ore. There
was also a branch that went down to the harbour at
No. 10, an 0-6-0 diesel-hydraulic built by the Brecon

Aberystwyth. The line was sold by its owners to the

Mountain Railway using parts from liquidation sale of

Cambrian Railway in 1913. From 1 January 1922 this, in

Baguley-Drewry in 1987. It is used as yard shunter or on

turn, became part of the Great Western Railway which built

maintenance trains. In emergencies it can haul passenger

three new locos for the railway, two in 1923 and a further one

trains. It left our coaches and went back over to the carriage

in 1924, which still work the line today. They also built new
coaches, some of which used the old underframes from the
ones they replaced for the tourist traffic in time for the 1938
season. There was no regular goods traffic since 1 January
1927 and regular passenger services had stopped four years
later.

The line remained railway owned with the three steam
engines being the only ones in the Ian Allen spotter books for
years. The line was sold in 1989 to private enterprise and
today is now owned by a Charitable Trust with paid staff.

We arrived at the new railway station with its own new car
park and new ticket office, toilets and picnic tables on the
new platform protected by a canopy with plenty of time to

shed, the original GWR engine shed, and waited for our train
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to depart in order to bring the second lot of coaches into the

It was pretty cloudy so we got into the closed coach at the

platform. No. 1213 (9) in Great Western green pulled out of

back of the train next to the brake van. Our train a bit late as

the 2012 built engine shed and workshops and pulled into

we waited for some passengers that had not got there in

the headshunt by the platform. it then ran forwards on the

time. Leaving we pass the newly built coaling tower on the

running line and then reversed onto the train. Before coupling

left and the workshops on the right and sidings with
departmental wagons. We ran parallel to the standard gauge
line and then, after passing the first halt at Llanbadarn and
level crossing, we followed the river along the wide valley
floor and the Network Rail line turns North to Dovey Junction.

At nearly two and a half miles from our start point we reach
the halt at Glanyrafon with a passing loop and sidings. It has
two modern corrugated iron sheds that probably house the
hidden collection of locos. With a new token we continued on

up, the Swindon Works built 2-6-2T stopped at the water
crane and filled up with water. I did notice that there
was water leaking out of one of its tanks. It then coupled on

and from here the gradients started to get steeper with
stretches of 1 in 132 between the level parts.

At four and a half miles is the station Capel Bangor named
after the hamlet it serves. The gradients are still not too steep
at the moment but after just under five and a half miles the

to the train
which
consisted of
three original
closed and
three semiopen coaches
plus a fourwheeled brake van from 1938. The brake-end observation
coach was in the workshops being rebuilt into a more luxury
version like the ones on the FR/WHR.
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line really does start to climb between the level sections with

end of the siding. I had checked on the internet before

gradients of 1 in 50 or more and that for the next six miles. At

coming over that the summer season had just started so I

Nantyronen Halt, 200ft above sea level, there is a passing

rushed off to the station building and bought a ticket I asked

loop and a water tower where the crew replenish the

Gaby if they would like one and she said 'yes', she thought I

engine's tanks. We are now six and three quarter miles from

was going for an extra train ride. After I had had my turn

Aberystwyth and the line is still climbing up the valley side as

driving up and down the siding twice and it was her turn. She

the river below gets further away. Then at Aberffrwyd Station

had not realised that she would have to drive the engine but

there is another passing loop and it is here that the trains

she did! I stayed on board to translate and was told that she

pass on our return journey. The first to arrive waits for the

had driven better than I had! I put it down to the fact that men

second and the firemen change tokens. A short section of

are heavy handed!

level track gives the driver a chance to charge the 1 in 50
gradients that carry on all the way up the ledge cut out of the

We still had enough time to walk down to the turnstile where

hillside that we are travelling on. There are magnificent views

we put in our pound coins and walked down to view the

of the valley with the Cwm Rheidol reservoir and the hydro
power station. On the other side of the valley hillside there
are remains of old mine workings to be seen. The halt at
Rheidol Falls is 425ft above sea level and is named after the
water falls which are close by. We carried on without
stopping and, taking a sharp right turn, we entered the Cwmyr-ogos gorge and passed through woodlands. We passed
the halt at Rhiwfron - the old lead mine site at Cwmrheidol
can be seen before we reach the outskirts of Devil's Bridge.
We pass through a deep cutting taking a 90 degree turn and
pass the water tower on the right before pulling into the
terminus platform. On our left is a siding that is no longer
connected to the running line and on it was 'Margaret' an

bridges from below and take some photos before we headed
back to the station. We didn't however have time to visit the
cafe at Devil's bridge and in the mean time our engine had
replenished its water supply. We got back in the coach we
had come in on directly behind the brake van. After waiting in
Aberffrwd we carried on down to the coast.
Alice Class quarry Hunslet No. 605 from 1894 which, after
I had bought an extra ticket for a workshop tour at 2 pm.

being restored in the line’s workshops in 2015, apprears in its

(14:00) so Gaby went off again to look around the different

original Penrhyn Quarry livery. They seem to get everywhere

shops and I went with my guide to the first floor of the

these quarry tanks …. its no wonder that Bachmann are

building to photograph the locos being worked on downstairs.

bringing out a model of them! The reason behind 'Maragret'

No. 7 was on shed but not in steam.

being here is to offer footplate rides and Driver for a Fiver
rides. The engine spends the nights in a small shed at the
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itself. There were parts from the Welshpool & Lanfair
Railway's No.1 'The Earl' which will be worked on when the
boiler returns. There are GWR lower quadrant signals in use
which control the loops and the points with all these being
worked from ground lever frames.

Travelling from Aberystwyth the best views are on the left
hand side as the train climbs out of the valley and I must say
the ride was extremely enjoyable with an engine you could
see and hear working hard up the steep gradients with lots of
For more information, please visit:-

exhaust steam .

‘www.Rheidolrailway.co.uk'
As the last train arrived in the evening, engine No8 had to do
its own shunting putting the coaches back in their shed as

If you visit Aberystwyth I can also recommend a visit to the

the diesel was already parked up for the night! It was the first

Cliff Railway that takes you up to the top of Constitution Hill

and probably will be the last time that I have taken a photo of
a toilet cubicle but I was so impressed by the new corrugated

toilet block, which has a clock on top, that I couldn't resist.
Highly recommended for a day out and if I had been alone I
with superb views of the town, countryside and coastline. It

would have gone for a second ride.

was built to standard gauge and, with 778 feet of undulating
track and tilted carriages, is unique.

In the workshops were a Baldwin 4-6-0T from 1917 No. 194
that is being restored as No. 590 ( Bachmann 009) for use on

Dominic’s final rail visits in Wales (the Corris and

the Welsh Highland Heritage Railway. Also coming along is

Talyllyn railways) will be in next month’s issue … I just

the restoration of Hanomag 2-6-2+2-6-2 NG/ G13 Garratt No.
60 from 1927, which being restored for use on the railway

wonder where ‘Mr Itchy Feet’ will be going next?? Ed
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BREAKING NEWS

PAKISTAN RAILWAYS TO ABANDON COAL FIRED
PASSENGER CAR HEATING SYSTEMS

OLD STEAM LOCOMOTIVES REPURPOSED TO

NEW COBWEB REMOVER FOR TUNNELS TESTED

MANUFACTURE SPAGHETTI

‘BACK TO THE FUTURE’ TRAIN LOST IN TIME

NETWORK RAIL TO INTRODUCE NEW FERRY

PEEL OFF TRAIN

SERVICES IN RESPONSE TO RECENT FLOODS

BRANDING TESTED IN
UK FOR SHORT-TERM
RAIL FRANCHISES
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HOW TO BUILD ANYTHING YOU WANT Ray, I believe his signals are scratch built).

WORKING SEMAPHORES IN ’N’ SCALE
Phil Mason

I've tried. God knows I've tried! I've spent countless hours
destroying MSE frets and breaking all my drill bits from

To me, this is 'n' gauge nirvana! I've been modelling (or

0.3mm to 0.5mm inclusive. I've got to admit it's just way

should I say meddling?) in 'n' gauge since before 'n' gauge. It

beyond my skill set to drill one 0.4 and two 0.3mm holes in

used to be called '000' and, to me, railways without signals

an angle crank I can hardly see and if by some miracle I

are just 'trains'.

manage it the thing breaks as soon as it's put to work. If I
haven't lost it on the carpet!

My first train ever was a plastic push-a-long, made in Hong
Kong. It had a Jinty, a couple of coaches , possibly some

So, what can the average 'ham-fisted' modeller do?

wagons, a tunnel and a siding. The last element ensured
countless hours of operational interest, especially as there

Firstly, here are the design requirements: removability for the

were also two plastic home and distant signals. This wasn't a

inevitable repairs, electrical actuation to allow interlocking or

train; it was a railway!

automatic operation, robustness, relative ease of
construction and lastly a reasonably scale appearance.

But I was never completely happy because the 'hand of god'
was required to move the signal arms.

These requirements lead to the following specification: signal
itself made of brass using an arm from MSE, detail parts

Then along came Lone Star with signals complete with an

robbed from Ratio kits, actuation from a 12v relay and

operating wire and a balance weight. Now I only needed to

mounted on a paxolin baseplate……and no drilling of holes

flick the balance weight instead of grabbing hold of the whole

less than 0.5mm!

arm. Of course we had sound in those days (as well as fully
'digital' operation); each change of the arm was accompanied

So to work.

by a loud vocal "ckish", probably much to my mother's
annoyance. "Use your hanky, child!", came from the kitchen!

Firstly I needed to beef up the MSE signal arm to allow two
0.5mm holes to be drilled: one for the pivot and one for the

Later, I experimented with lengths of cotton tied to the

actuation wire.

balance weight to effect a remote actuation of sorts but this

This was achieved

was superseded as a teenager by the more accurate Langley

by soldering a bit

and Ratio models using a lever frame and thread or a

of brass to the

solenoid motor.

back of the
actuation lever,

Latterly the Dapol models have arrived with the promise of

making it longer

being able to fully signal a layout simply and reliably.

and thicker. The
holes were drilled

Well, er, "No!" Unfortunately none of these systems fulfill the

before the lever

basic requirement of trouble-free and reliable operation.

was cut and filed to size, making sure to leave enough
material around the holes!

There is one system left that I haven't mentioned: Model
Signal Engineering or MSE, now seemingly marketed under

A post was made of two 'telescoping' brass tubes with

the 'Wizard Models' name.

bosses added at the two pivot points, top and bottom. Again
it's easiest to make the bosses on the big side, solder to the

If you've the skill and patience of our member Ray Slack,
beautiful scale models can result (that's probably an insult to

post then file to size. The bosses are required to stop the
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operating wires

Getting the

jamming

operating wires

between the

from the relay

arm or crank

extension to the

and the post. A

crank and crank

0.5mm hole

to signal arm

was then

the correct

drilled through

length and

the bosses and

working

post.

satisfactorily is
probably the

The arm was

most difficult

soldered to a

and time

shaft of 20 thou

consuming

brass rod and

part.

the shaft
soldered to

And so "voila!"

small piece of

An operating n

thin tube to act

gauge signal. Cost: a couple of quid and a day's labour.

as a retainer at
the back of the

I reckon there

post, using the

are two main

method in the

compromises: a

MSE/Wizard

relatively large

instructions.

hole needs to
be cut in the

An over scale crank was effected from the bit of brass sheet

layout to accept

that forms the outside of a Ratio signal ladder fret.

the relay and
the activation is

The relay was

a little too

modified by

abrupt and

removing the

instant. An

plastic case,

alternative and

soldering a rod

more modern

to the rocker

approach could

and making a

be to use

suitable hole in

servos

the cover

connected to a

before

microprocessor

replacing.

of some sort but
that's a different

The post with arm and leg (I mean crank) was soldered to a

story, which I

bit of copper coated paxolin made slightly bigger than the

will leave someone else to tell!

relay. The whole shebang was stuck together with 'Thixofix'.
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BLAST FROM THE PAST, BUT WHERE IS IT?
Mike Hebblethwaite

76084 double heads (with ‘Leander’) a ‘Spa Special’ bound for Buxton
on a private charter, but where was she when these photos were
taken?

Oh, really? You want some clues? OK.

1) She’s entering the station throat having called first at Manchester
2) It’s quite a landmark in this locality!
3) It’s been around since 1840
4) It contains an estimated 11,000,000 bricks!

That’s more than enough clues! You can check your answer, as
always, on page 20.

The photos were sourced from a blog by ‘Sarah’
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USEFUL TIPS Now 4mm is quite a bit bigger than 1/8 inch, but If you can

PLUGS FOR H&M TRANSFORMERS

find ones like these with a tin spring around the shaft all is

Phil Mason

not lost.

Are you like me with several old, but serviceable, H&M
transformers with side sockets like these?

Simply remove the springy thing and (carefully here!) file a

little off the fat end of the plug to create a snug fit in the
socket.
And there you have it (or them!)……. plugs for your antique!

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :“THE MODEL CENTRE”
Hill Farm, Beck Hole, Whitby, North Yorkshire,
They were made in the days before metrication and accept
YO22 5LF

1/8 'wander' plugs. Unfortunately, these seem to almost
unavailable and when they do turn up on eBay they go for

01947 899125

unacceptable prices.
“www.themodelcentre.com"

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :“TRIDENT TRAINS”
Unit 10, The Craft Arcade, Dagfields Craft Centre,
Crewe Road, Walgherton, Nantwich, Cheshire,
CW5 7LG
01270 842400
www.tridenttrains.co.uk
The nearest easily available alternative is the 4mm 'banana'
plug:
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WOMB - WHAT’S ON MY BENCH?

SHOW TIME - FINAL REMINDER!

Phil Mason

Pssst. Don’t tell Tom! It's the chopped up remains of a
superb Piko TT 'Taurus'. Note the size of the motor, twin
brass flywheels, diecast chassis and digital ready circuit
board. This is quality kit!

Complete disassembly was necessary ahead of hacksawing
the ends off the chassis to fit a BR cl25.

Will it work again? Experience has taught me that the trick is
CAN YOU HELP?

to get it put back together again as quickly as possible …….
while there is still some memory of where all the bits go!

If you’ve got a few hours to spare, could you help with the
show? We always welcome help with setting up the show on

We shall see!

the Friday evening (13th March) and packing everything
away on the Sunday after the show closes at 16.30hrs. Many

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend:-

hands make light work, as they say, and we’ve been able to
ABC Model Railways

complete both setting up and packing away in record time for

‘Always on the right track’

the past couple of years or so thanks to a small army of
volunteers. Could you help to make things as speedy this

tel:e-mail:web:-

07813 031152

year?

abcmodelrailways@yahoo.co.uk
‘www.abcmodelrailways.com'

We’ve invested in some new hi-vis vests for our stewards
and exhibition staff but they are of little use without people to
wear them! Could you help during the show?

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :“S.M.T.F.” (model shop)

If you think you can help in any way, please get in touch (see

Brookside Garden Centre, London Road North,
Poynton, Cheshire, SK12 1BY

contacts on page 20) …….. we’d love to hear from you.

01625 850427
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YOU CAN BUILD ANYTHING YOU WANT - KIT

……. and given their base coat of paint. Battens were also

BASH AN 0N30 CABOOSE (pt 2)

added to the exterior of the end walls ….. to the left of the

Mike Hebblethwaite

Where were we? Oh,yes, building a caboose. If memory
serves me right, we had built the chassis, body and roof and
started to add a few necessary details like brake wheels and
hand rails……….

Mmmm. Must straighten that brake wheel!

At this point the roof panel was not yet fixed because access
was needed to the interior to add glazing. No interior detail

door, the batten will be festooned with ropes and chains. The

has been contemplated or added ….. it would not be possible

battens to the right of the door form a rack for holding tools

to see it anyway as the caboose trundles its way around the

such as shovels, an axe and sledge hammer.

layout. The interior walls were simply painted matt black and
the windows then glazed. A couple of ‘cracked’ window

It’s all very well having roof walks, but you have to have

panes were added for good measure!

some means of getting up there. A pair of ladders solved that
problem!

A roof walk, battens and apexed end boards were then
added and the roof then fixed to the body. Details, such as
hand grabs and stays for the chimney (we can’t have it falling
over, can we?) were also fixed in place ……
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That brake wheel’s really beginning to annoy me!

…….. and that’s the story so far.

INFORMATION - ’N’ GAUGE SIGNALS

There remains quite a bit of ‘tidying up’ to do (I really must

If you have an ’N’ gauge layout and are looking to add

change those stirrups, they are way too small!) and the

motorised signals, I’m sure you found Phil’s article of interest.

photographs are evidence of that, but the main part of the

However, if you are not brave enough to ‘have a go’ at building

build is complete. Details still need to be added and the

your own or you are already ‘well stocked’ with signals but

valances along the sides of the roof need to be ‘attached’ to

would still like to motorise them then, maybe, Dave Fenton’s

both the roof ends and the apex boards.

article on adding control and ‘bounce’ to your signals
(especially Dapol signals) may be of interest.

It also remains to be given its ‘finished’ paintwork and be
lettered and weathered but that is, surely, a story in its own

The articles were published some time ago (some of you may

right. Maybe that, too, will appear in these pages ……..…

remember them!) but we do not have archive copies of the July

one day!

and August 2015 issues on the Club’s web site.

It’s been a fun project so far (and that is the sole function of a

However, all is not lost. I still have them on file (!) and I’ve

hobby!) and will certainly fulfill its purpose behind No15. It’s

combined the articles into one which you will find as an

also been an interesting exercise in mixing kit bashing and

appendix to this issue.

scratch building and has proved to be something of a
learning curve in terms of developing my own skills, such as

I hope you find it useful. Ed

they are! I would have no qualms about doing it all again but
avoiding the mistakes I made with this project (!) ……. which
is just as well because I have enough kits ‘in stock’ to make
at least another two, similar, cabooses! But, then again, there
are so many other variations I could build …….

I will, of course, put a couple of photos of the finished
caboose in a future issue but I hope that this story, so far,
has shown that you are not necessarily limited to building
what it says in a kit’s set of instructions - after all, what is a kit
but a carefully crafted set of parts?

If you’ve been involved in a similar project, in whatever
scale or gauge, please let us know about it! It is only
through sharing ideas and good practice that this great
hobby of ours can progress. We can all either learn from
each other or, individually, perpetually re-invent the
wheel.

There is nothing truer in our hobby than “you can build
anything you want” and, if you have experienced doing
just that, please tell us what you made and how you
made it. It doesn’t have to be a ‘work of art’ (my own
example is far from being that!) ……. just something you
took pleasure in making. Ed

© R K Laxman - ‘click’ for more cartoons
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THE LAST WORD

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :“WALTONS of ALTRINCHAM”

March already! I can’t believe it. It only seems like a few days

30, Stamford St, Altrincham, WA14 1EY

ago that we had weeks to prepare for our annual show - now it

0161 928 5940

is only a few days to go!

“www.WaltonsModels.co.uk”
We are, I guess, as prepared as we are ever going to be…….
everything that needs booking is booked - venue, layouts,

BLAST FROM THE PAST -

traders, accommodation, catering - and all the paraphernalia we

station approach from Stockport Viaduct

need is set to go - cables, extension leads, tickets, stock for our
Club stand, £1 raffle layout, tills, card readers, etc, etc, etc. The

CLUB CONTACTS AND WEB ADDRESSES

list is endless!
Newsletter:-

What we do need are volunteers to help set up/pack away the

e-mail

“MMRG-NewsLetter@hotmail.com"

show and to act as stewards during the show. If you have any
telephone

spare time and you would like to help out in any way, please let

07761 122126

us know! You can phone, text or e-mail (sorry, cannot accept
carrier pigeons!) and let us know when you could be available …

Macclesfield Model Railway Group:-

your help in making this a smooth running show would be much
appreciated. There’s even a free pint for those who help set up

web site

‘www.macclesfieldmrg.org.uk'

the show on the Friday evening (from 1600hrs)!

e-mail

‘macclesfieldmodelrailwaygroup@gmail.com'

telephone

If you missed the show information guide for subscribers, fear
not. It is available to download by, simply, clicking the link below.
It tells you everything you could possibly want to know about the

07796 457978
07761 122126

Twitter

www.twitter.com/@MacclesfieldMRG

Facebook

www.facebook.com/macclesfieldmrg

show!

https://mailchi.mp/0e1b716d6a77/2020-mmrg-exhibition-guide

If you would like to contact the Newsletter or Macclesfield Model
Railway Group for any reason, simply ‘click’ on the appropriate red

On a somewhat different note, we shall shortly be holding our

link above.

AGM. Members will be notified by e-mail but all Newsletter

Don’t forget ……… your Committee members are:-

readers can help shape the future for Macclesfield Model Raiway
Chairman

Shaun Horrocks

you may have, we’d love to hear them. Simply jot down anything

Vice Chairman

Mike Hebblethwaite

you’d like the Club to ‘take on board’ in an e-mail and send it to

Treasurer

Ian Sheldon

Secretary

Tom McDonough

Group. Any thoughts about the Club, ideas or suggestions that

‘macclesfieldmodelrailwaygroup@gmail.com' Please put
‘AGM Ideas’ as the subject.

Member reps

Colin Moores

We really would like to hear from you.

Tony Hallatt

Now it’s time to wrap up this issue and prepare for Purgatory

Steve Nixon

Peak’s trip to Preston this weekend (29th Feb/1st March). If any

Gerry Ogden

of you do come to the show be sure to stop by the layout and

Andy Clayton

say “Hello”.
Alan Ashton
Newsletter Editor
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Mike Hebblethwaite

JULY’S FEATURE ARTICLE (2015)

long and about 6mm
wide, I thought they
would make an excellent

Adding Some Bounce to Dapol Semaphore Signals
Dave Fenton

replacement drive unit.
These have the added
benefit of not
twitching when power is
applied thereby
preventing any over
stressing of the tiny
linkages at power on
time.
Fitting a servo means
that you loose the simplicity of a 14mm mounting the Dapol
unit affords as it will need modifying to a rectangular hole so
the servo can be navigated through the baseboard. I ended
up cutting a hole 24mm x 17mm which would allow the new
servo assembly to pass through unobstructed.
Work began by removing the lower screw at the base of the

thread and splitting the motor housing. The circuit board was
carefully prized out of one half and the wires to the built in
LED cut leaving the longest possible length.
On one unit the piano wire remained in place and was held
under tension with a built in spring and capped with a plastic

Fig 1 - N gauge Dapol signal before starting work

collet. The second unit had a different arrangement with the
I recently acquired a pair of broken N gauge Dapol

collet on the opposite side of the spring. It appears the

semaphore signals and thought they would make for an

design had altered between the manufacture of the two units

easy upgrade to add some realistic semaphore bounce. The

making installation slightly different for each. Undeterred, I

standard mechanism is incapable of bounce and had failed

proceeded to cut the piano wire on the latter unit leaving

with differing symptoms on both units.

enough room to solder a new piece to it when ready.

Undeterred at the small size of N gauge and my big fat
hands, I acquired some HK- 5330 Ultra-Micro Digital Servos
from HobbyKing for just over £ 2.20 each. At just over 1 cm

App 1

I decided that on the first unit all I needed to do was position
the servo with a cut down arm acting as a cam on the base
of the spring retaining collet.

Figure 4: Balsa wood mounting glued in

arms were in the middle of their travel before the glue set.
This was to make final adjustment easy.

The second unit was going to have its own piano wire bent
into shape and soldered to the remaining wire connected to

The second semaphore had the two piano wires soldered

the back of the semaphore arm.

together.
To current limit the LED I used a rather safe 150 ohm
resistor and connected the LED in parallel with the servo
connector power leads (red & brown). To do this I crimped
the LED leads into the servo connector housing and then tie
wrapped a servo extension lead into place to secure. Had I
had 100 ohm resistors available I would have used them as I
suspect they could be brighter without risking any LED
damage.
Setting up was completed on the MegaPoints Controller
within a few seconds and the semaphores cycled a few
times to test their operation.

Figure 5: Levelling the balsa mount

Before installing any of the servos I glued in place a small

The bounce is very realistic and can be clearly observed at

square piece of balsa wood to make a base to attach the

this fine size. You can also clearly make out the cable slack

servo to. After it had set I sliced the top of the balsa to form a

being taken up as the signalman places his second hand on

level surface with the opposing sides of the threaded shell

the lever prior to applying the big pull.

half.

To see a video of these modified Dapol signals being cycled
do a YouTube search for “MegaPoints Dapol bounce”.

The servos were positioned in place and a couple of drops
of super glue used to secure them into position. The second
servo had the additional piano wire attached before fitting to

The first unit took about 40 minutes to complete and the
second about an hour. Not bad for under two hours work...

help with its placement.
As I had previously set the servo arms to their mid point with
a MegaPoints Controller I only had to ensure the semaphore

App 2

————————————————————

ADDING BOUNCE TO DAPOL SIGNALS - UPDATE
Dave Fenton
Just a very brief up-date!
For those of you who are thinking of adding ‘bounce’ to your signals, here is an
alternative way of adding those pesky servos.
As you can see from the photo, mounting is really simple and should prove to be
an easy installation. ‘Araldite’ or super glue and a soldering iron are all you need.
Of course, the idea can be up-sized for ‘TT’, ’00’, ‘0’ or for any other scale.
Have fun.

App 3

